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Introduction
The impact of quantitative methods within film history has significantly increased in the last decade, giving birth to a variety of analytical strategies that further enrich cinema and media studies. New and exciting research has blossomed: the most accomplished example is Cinemetrics, the methodology that allows scholars all over the world to quantify the formal and structural variables of movies, from average shot lengths, to editing patterns, framing scales, or camera movement (Salt, 2006; Baxter, 2014) ; a statistical approach to style currently being used to study diverse content like Japanese animation (Kohara; Niimi, 2013) or soap operas (Butler, 2010, p. 50) . Along with that formal perspective, other numerical methods such as the quantification of large-scale movie rating databases are being explored, and humorously enough, medical journals have even published quantifications on the life expectancy of Oscar winners (Sylvestre; Huszti; Hanley, 2006) . But, as varied and novel as such initiatives may be, it is legitimate to ask to what extent those methods reinforce already existing practices of valorization and canonic taste in film studies, specifically, auteur-oriented approaches (Buckland, 2008, p. 224) . Are those quantitative efforts expanding traditional methods of historiography with new research tools? Or do they reinforce fully institutionalized parameters, and therefore point us to the same old story?
Our goal in this article is to address such claims by sharing the results of a new type of quantitative meta-study focused on visual motifs as new research tools for film history. Instead of quantifying cinema with already established variables like plot keywords (Sreenivasan, 2013 ) that will surely lead us to already established concepts, we aim to find new ones. Before getting started, though, it is worth mentioning where such an initiative comes from. For the last two years, the Imacs network of film studies (an alliance of thirteen European universities 1 ) has been developing a collective project called A history of cinema without names, in search of new methodologies that go beyond the traditional auteur-oriented versions of film history. Its goal is to find new
The growing impact of quantitative studies within film history methodologies raises a crucial question: do such quantifications offer new paths that go beyond traditional historiography or do they reinforce institutionalized parameters?
ways to conceive and share the history of moving images for new generations of audiences, that is to say, new research parameters that challenge the canonical names already established in film historiography, specifically the "big names" of auteur theory, in an attempt to stress the collective and plural nature of cinema (Cavallotti; Giordano; Quaresima, 2016) . Along those lines, this paper uses quantitative metaanalysis in order to accomplish two main goals: test a new analytical tool in film studies methodology (visual motifs) and assess its validity to address film historiography in nonauteur-oriented terms (a history of cinema without names). Can new quantifications point us to new critical challenges?
Visual-motif recurrence as a new research indicator
To answer that question we have quantified and compared two databases that conceive cinema from different but still comparable perspectives: the 2012 best-films poll of the British Film Institute published by Sight & sound, which is considered the canonic list by most film scholars and critics worldwide (Christie, 2012) ; and the Encyclopedia of visual motifs in cinema (EVMC), a joint venture of up to sixty researchers and film critics from five countries who conceived a different type of history based on visual motifs like the horizon, la Pietà, the mirror, or the duel (Balló; Bergala, 2016) . Both databases fall within the expert-review method of assessing a film's relevance, as discussed by previous quantitative research (Wasserman; Zeng; Nunes-Amaral, 2014; Canet; Valero; Codina, 2016), but there are noteworthy differences between the two of them. The former, being a poll to begin with, was of course developed from a hierarchical and number-based point of view: hundreds of critics and academics were asked to deliver their all-time top 10 film lists. Whereas the latter is radically qualitative in nature: the contributors had to write brief historical texts about a given motif, adding up to 62 visual motifs in the whole project 2 . In spite of such disparity between the two databases (a list-based ranking vs. a text-based encyclopedia), they both engage in the evaluation of film history by critics and academics, so to a certain extent, they embody the established canon of film history today and a new attempt to rethink it using visual motifs.
The numbers of the BFI ranking are available online, but how about the numbers of the EVMC, the outcome of which is a written book? To quantify this motif database we had to manually process all the mentions to films, authors, and other works within the project, adding up to an archive of more than 13,000 data inputs. Needless to say, such figures could be organized and interpreted in many ways, but for the purpose of this article it was key to establish a reliable sample to be compared with the BFI canonical list. Thus the first step concerned the exact quantification of films mentioned in the encyclopedia, as well as their impact in the history of cinema (without names) they pose.
As Figure 1 shows, the 706 films mentioned in the encyclopedia were later sampled depending on whether each movie reappeared in various texts (meaning in different visual motifs) across the database. A necessary step in order to acquire an aggregated estimate of a particular film's relevance as generator of visual motifs, since the more times a title is mentioned in different entries by different authors, the more statistically relevant it is for a new history of cinema based on visual motifs, "the aggregation of numerous expert ratings performs better as an indicator of significant films than the ratings of an individual expert" (Wasserman; Zeng; NunesAmaral, 2014, p. 1286). The resulting stats are plain: 575 films are only mentioned in a single motif, 96 in two visual motifs, 20 in three, 12 in four, and only 3 reappear in more than four visual motifs. Percentage-wise, 81% of the overall mentioned movies have zero recurrence, while the remaining 19% reach a higher degree of significance because they evoke different motifs. Although those 131 recurrent films only amount to a fifth of the total database, they nevertheless constitute the center of the encyclopedia's canon and should be regarded as the higher impact data of the whole project. Given that the nearly sixty contributors of the EVMC had complete freedom of choice in terms of how many films they could quote in their text and from which period (Balló; Bergala, 2016, p. 11 
Comparison with the BFI canon: two historical paradigms?
After quantifying the database it was paramount to minimize the range of bias, but how? By ruling out the films that only received two mentions in two visual motifs across the encyclopedia, we minimized the risk of coincidental sampling: two authors (out of sixty) unconsciously choosing the same two films in their respective texts is a possible scenario, but the reappearance of one movie in three different entries by three different authors is a more reliable indicator given the ratio of overall recurrence (one mention 81%, two mentions 14%, and three or more mentions 5%). In other words, for a film to generate three or more visual motifs in the database, more things had to be at stake than mere chance. That's why we have chosen to focus our comparison on the 35 top films that acquire the highest critical and visual significance in each database.
The comparative data in Figure 3 highlights the differences between a history of cinema conceived through visual motifs instead of names, on the left, and a ranking-oriented history directly based on canonic names, on the right (abbreviations of the longest titles were necessary for the graphic comparison of the samples). Beyond the fact that Vertigo dominates both lists, only 37% of the top films coincide, in what should by all means be interpreted as a low figure given that in both databases the contributors were academics and critics, bound to have a similar take on canonic history (very different from popular quantifications such as those found in the IMDb database, as proven by Canet; Valero; Codina, 2016, p. 160) . It is worth remembering, though, that the Encyclopedia of visual motifs top 35 is the result of our efforts to quantify a project when the nature of it is qualitative (none of the contributors listed their films from top to bottom as they would do in a poll), and that is precisely why the results are so daring to develop new research methodologies in film studies (Maltby; Biltereyst; Meers, 2011, p. 34).
Comparing the top 35 lists, only 12 films (listed in black) are prime in both databases, the remaining 23 appear exclusively on the BFI top (listed in blue) or, conversely, on the encyclopedia (listed in green). Therefore, films like Battleship Potemkin (S. M. Eisenstein, 1925) or L'avventura (Michelangelo Antonioni, 1960) can be considered canonical both poll-wise and visual-motif-wise, whereas movies like Gerry (Gus Van Sant, 2002) or Letter from an unknown woman (Max Ophüls, 1948) stand out for their visual richness, and on the other side of the spectrum, canonic masterpieces like Rashomon (Akira Kurosawa, 1950) or Andrei Rublev (Andrei Tarkovsky, 1966) don't acquire a high visual-motif recurrence. But, as significant as they may be, the titles of each film can't be read in the quantitative fashion we hereby propose, so an additional set of variables is needed to engage fully with this BFI / visual-motif comparison. To achieve such a goal, we have quantified both top 35 lists using three main parameters: historical scope (the amount of mentioned films per decade), genre distribution (which generic codes are prevalent), and authorship (which filmmakers are more or less representative). Let's focus on the first of those variables, history.
As far as the historical scope is concerned, the patterns are fairly similar during the 1920-1969 periods, with the slight difference of more films from the 40s being quoted in the The BFI ranking and the Encyclopedia of visual motifs are two databases that fall within the expert-review method of assessing a film's relevance, but there are noteworthy differences between the two of them in terms of a more or less hierarchical approach encyclopedia's top bracket (five to three) and more from the 50s in the poll (eight to five), both decades consecutively balance each other. The 60s are a highly significant decade in both databases (the highest for visual motifs), because those years mix the mannerism of Hollywood's aging masters with the blossoming of the new waves in Europe, a transformational period with conflicting generations and themes (Font, 2002) . But slight differences aside, the comparison changes considerably from 1969 onwards: on the one hand, the impact ratio of the 70s is three times bigger in the BFI poll (six films against two), on the other, the amount of top films after the 70s is almost three times bigger in the Encyclopedia of visual motifs (eight movies against three). Two clear signs of historical discrepancy that point to the same decade and deserve an explanation.
To a certain extent the BFI ranking "ends" film history in the 1970s, as if movies from the 80s, the 90s, and the 2000s didn't deserve the same canonical status (we shouldn't forget that the poll was published in 2012). A closer look into the specific data confirms that films like The godfather (F. F. Coppola, 1972 ) and its sequel, or Apocalypse now (F. F. Coppola, 1979) and Taxi driver (Martin Scorsese, 1976) , are regarded as the swan songs of film history, a group of masterpieces that attain a degree of significance incomparable to anything produced later on. The New Hollywood Cinema (Biskind, 2003) is statistically the last peak in the evolution of film history, and what comes next does not deserve the same attention (a trend also prevalent in popular databases: Canet; Valero; Codina, 2016, p. 159) . Conversely, none of those movies make it to the Encyclopedia of visual motifs (EVMC) top bracket, and what's much more important, after the 70s there is considerable growth of visual-motif impact both in the 90s and in the 2000s. For instance, a movie like Spiderman (Sam Raimi, 2002) could never -ever-rank in the top positions of a BFI poll, and yet, it nevertheless appears among the most recurrent visual motif films; and for different reasons, the same could be argued about a radically opposed title like O estranho caso de Angélica (Manoel de Oliveira, 2010) . A comic-based blockbuster and a less-known auteur film vs. four milestones of the New Hollywood… What is that telling us about both databases?
We think that such an imbalance is due to the flexibility and resilience of visual motifs as tools for film history. Instead of encouraging good/bad or better/worse divides, motifs foster continuity throughout subsequent decades regardless of canonic value. In other words, visual motifs can't "end" in a given historical period, they can't cease to exist just because the movies they appear in are not prestigious enough: visual motifs have to evolve and transform in new ways because film history goes on and audiences keep evolving no matter what (Rosenbaum; Martin, 2003). In the EVMC there is an effort of tracing the evolution of each motif in contemporary cinema after the 80s, beyond the pre-established canon of film historiography. Blatantly different as they are, Spiderman and O estranho caso de Angélica have something in common: they both belong to a post-classical and post-modern era of cinema history where visual motifs are still alive and mutating, in spite of the hierarchies of canonic taste. Thus visual motifs are not only a less hierarchical tool to work with but also expand the historical scope of film history. In order to further explore that hypothesis and assess it with a stronger quantification, we have compared the historical scopes of the encyclopedia's most recurrent films with other analytical variables and samples inside the database.
Methodologically, it was important to find out if the historical curve of Figure 4 (related to the 35 top recurrent films) would be analogous in terms of the overall film mentions in the encyclopedia, and as Figure 5 proves, the pattern is very similar. In both the top sample and the whole database, the 60s are the decade with a higher amount of mentions (8 in the former, 134 in the latter) and in both cases post-70s cinema plays a key role compared with the BFI model: notice the sustained crescendo after the 80s' drop, which creates a second historical peak. In fact, Figure 5 confirms that the power of visual motifs as creative evolutions and continuity parameters (history does not end, it mutates) increases in the aggregated total database: the 2000s is actually the third most important decade of all film history in the EVMC, with up to 105 film mentions. In spite of a statistical decrease in the 80s, also prevalent in the top 35 sample, the amount of total mentions is consistently high through the 90s (91 mentions) and even the 2010s (51 mentions, extremely high for a 2015 project!). Figure 6 ). We think this may allow for a deeper understanding of how historical frameworks operate in the compass of each motif, and consequently, find out if there is a consistent pattern among the contributors. As Figure 6 shows, most encyclopedia entries cover approximately eight decades of motif history (the average scope is 79 years), so the importance of post-70s contemporary cinema is equally high: the average latest year being 2004 and the earliest average year being 1924. A vast majority of motifs, represented in the various color lines of Figure  6 , show a diagonal 60º pattern that bridges the silent film period (the 20s) with contemporary cinema (the 2000s), thus confirming the wide historical scope and the contemporary sensibility that visual motifs bring to the equation.
Comparison with the BFI canon: genres and authors
In order to expand the comparative scope we will now tackle genre affiliations within the two databases. Genre is largely considered as a liquid value difficult to assess, the parameters of which change through history and keep crossbreeding (Altman, 1999) . For this reason, any classification of genre, including the one in this article, is debatable and should be interpreted loosely. Still, genre remains as a very useful indicator to evaluate different approaches to film history. By assessing a genre's recurrence or imbalance we can draw upon the cultural specificity of each database, as proven by previous research quantifications on how genre influences audience reactions (Garza, 2003) or the liaison between genres and the gender-age variable (Redfern, 2012) .
Back to our case study, a closer look into Figure 7 confirms a high degree of accordance among lower values: the historical, action, horror, science fiction, comedy, musical, western, and documentary genres show very small differences between the BFI poll and the EVMC, all ranging from 1 to 3 movies per genre within the top 35. As proven by the similar sector patterns of Figure 7 , those genres are almost equivalent in the two databases because the difference of quoted films is below 3% (1-to-2 or 2-to-3 relations). Even noir movies (in black), the impact of which is a little bit higher than the abovementioned genres, reach the same value of 11.4% in both samples, leveling the comparison again. Should we conclude that genre distribution is even, and therefore reduces the effect of visual motifs as new tools for film history? Not if we look at the dark green and red patterns, which point to a very significant discrepancy. Such asymmetrical values bring about one of the biggest differences between the two databases: the status of drama (dark green) vs. melodrama (red) as conflicting genres. The former stands as the higher impact value within the BFI poll, with an aggregated ratio of 28.6%, while the latter is widely prevalent in the Encyclopedia of visual motifs, reaching an astonishing 40% of predominance. What is that gap telling us? If we compare the titles of each specific movie, prestigious "heavy" dramas on serious topics like Ordet (C. T. Dreyer, 1955) , La règle du jeu (Jean Renoir, 1939) , Tokyo At the opposite side, the most recurrent genre in the encyclopedia is melodrama, that is to say, drama with romance, love elements, and a higher degree of female protagonists (Mercer, 2004, p. 27 . It is not only the case that melodrama is more prevalent in the encyclopedia compared with the BFI poll (40% vs. 22.8%), but also that non-romantic prestige drama is much less dominant from a visual-motif perspective (8.6% vs. 28.6%). An imbalance with further implications in terms of the high / low culture values implied by the two databases:
"A comparable oscillation is probably at work between High and Low forms, whose simultaneous existence is a well-known, if often ignored, fact of novelistic history […] its strength is not to be found in one of the two positions, but in its rhythmical oscillation between them: the novel is not hegemonic because it makes it into High Culture (it does, yes, but it's so desperately professorial to be awed by this fact), but for the opposite reason: it is never only High Culture, and it can keep playing on two tables, preserving its double nature, where vulgar and refined are almost inextricable" (Moretti, 2005, p. 29) .
Franco Moretti is one of the scholars who has made best use of quantitative research in the humanities, thanks to his in-depth analysis of literature using numbers, graphics, and maps. We find his comments on the high culture / low culture division close to our comparison, because similar power structures and prestige assumptions hold true for literature and cinema: by substituting the word "novel" for the word "melodrama" in his quote, interesting issues arise. If Moretti quantifies the novel as a flexible literary genre because it is never only High Culture and constantly bridges the vulgar with the refined, we could argue that melodrama plays a rather similar role in relation to prestige drama. Such a high / low culture divide is questionable and rather manichaean, but nevertheless, it runs deep into cinema culture and has remained in the center of debates on film criticism for half a century (Frey, 2013, p. 205 ). It should not be forgotten why, for decades, the term "melodrama" was extensively used as a derogatory word among critical and academic forums (DeWaard, 2008) . Can visual motifs foster a broader conception of historical significance, beyond the highbrow of prestige themes?
It could be argued that the higher ratio of non-romantic dramas in the BFI canon points to a prestige-driven take on film history or, at least, one that celebrates the seriousness and the importance of certain dramatic themes (power, religion, age and class conflicts) above the love struggles of melodrama. Conversely, the EVMC remains closer to that popular genre, which in spite of the "banality" of its love themes generates the richest images and motifs. In a nutshell, and to put it in Renoiresque terms: the BFI poll is a La règle du jeu history, whereas the encyclopedia is a Partie de campagne one. As disputable as this assumption is (it is not clear at all that dramas are always more highbrow than melodramas, neither does it need to be a binary logic), we have pushed this hypothesis a bit further in order to raise pressing questions about the issue at hand. Needless to say, such questions deserve to be fully addressed in further research.
Finally, the last parameter worth quantifying is the recurrence of certain filmmakers within both databases. As Pierre Bourdieu pointed out in his monumental study of cultural taste through social and class privilege, the knowledge of directors (their names and their styles) is much more closely linked to cultural capital than is mere cinema-going (Bourdieu, 1996, p. 27). Therefore, it is paramount to have in mind that if the Encyclopedia of visual motifs project is considered an alternative history of cinema without names (in its table of contents there is not a single one, only visual motifs), it is precisely to avoid the auteur-driven cultural capital traditionally linked with film studies. As common as namedropping can be within academic contexts, and as useful as names actually are in pedagogical contexts, in this section we will relate the names of certain filmmakers only to the average mentions of their films within the database, never The historical scope of both databases is fairly similar in the 1920-1969 period, but from this point onwards there are crucial discrepancies: the 70s are the last relevant decade in the BFI poll, while the encyclopedia devotes more attention to contemporary developments because their "name" is quoted per se. In other words, the quantification and graphic visualization of a given director's importance is hereby derived from the films. We hope that the following paragraphs (full of names) won't blur the nameless logic that ultimately defines this research, even more so given that every single name we quote is derived from visual motifs, not the other way around. That being said, the best way to fully grasp the differences between the encyclopedia and the BFI poll is to compare cloud distributions of the quantified data.
A mere glance on Figure 8 is enough to realize how diverse both databases are in terms of the recurrent filmmakers: the names of Coppola and Tarkovski stand out in the BFI poll, with an aggregated total of 3 films each, whereas in the Encyclopedia of visual motifs the name of Hitchcock immediately captures our attention with 5 of his movies at the top in the 35 visual-motif… adding up to 14.3% of the sample! The fact that not a single movie by Coppola or Tarkovski makes it to the encyclopedia top bracket, along with the fact that Alfred Hitchcock's movies are five times more significant in terms of visual motifs, proves the considerably distinct approaches to film history of the two databases. The second degree of significance (2 films among the top 35) is occupied by completely different names, as a matter of fact, not a single filmmaker ranks that high in both samples: Dreyer, Ozu, Godard and Kurosawa stand in the BFI's second position, while Antonioni, Lynch, Truffaut, Rossellini, and Oliveira do the same in the Encyclopedia. Again, there is statistical evidence of how contemporary cinema (that is to say, our time) plays a key role in the visual motif version of film history, whereas the BFI poll seems to end the progress of cinema history in the 70s: classical directors aside, we are talking about a Coppola-driven approach vs. a Lynch-driven or Oliveira-driven one.
In the first section of this paper, we already discovered that Alfred Hitchcock's films were the most significant (by far) in terms of visual motif recurrence: Vertigo, the most quoted film in the database, is three times more recurrent than the first non-Hitchcock film in the top 35, Persona; and North by Northwest, the second higher impact movie, is two to three times more recurrent than any other top title. As if that were not enough, the director of Psycho (1960) dominates the top recurrence cloud visualization as well as the overall mentions to films in the whole encyclopedia, both in terms of aggregated totals (his films appear 53 times in different entries, doubling the next filmmaker's count) and in terms of title diversity (up to 19 different Hitchcock movies are quoted). Moreover, after quantifying all the names mentioned in the encyclopedia (directors, actors, characters), we established that Hitchcock is the most quoted person and Scottie (from Vertigo) the prime character. On the contrary, in the BFI poll we have to go beyond the top 35 to find a second Hitchcock movie, in spite of Vertigo occupying the first position. Most certainly, the critics and academics that voted in that poll "refrained" from over-quoting Hitchcock in their lists, perhaps trying to balance film history with more names (a fair and understandable purpose). But that sort of historiographical self-censorship did not happen in the EVMC, since the contributors were free to shape history without requirements or guilty-complexes, just writing about each single motif. So after a thorough quantification of the database, it seems that the popular consensus of Hitchcock being the most visual of filmmakers (Truffaut, 1985) is statistically true. 
Conclusions and further research
Exploratory research is bound to reach exploratory conclusions, and that is the nature of this visual motif quantification. Future efforts should undoubtedly expand our bifold comparison to other movie databases and archives, in order to problematize the concept of historical relevance. As consistent as the results are, and as different as film history looks from a visual motif perspective (beyond established auteur theory), we should interpret the data with caution. Especially because the true appeal of the Encyclopedia of visual motifs in cinema (EVMC) is qualitative: it should be read and enjoyed motif-by-motif, not simply judged for this quantification. Still, and considering the two research gaps we promised to fill some pages ago in the introduction (visual motifs as a potentially new research tool, plus a without names database logic) it is only fair to look back at our opening question to answer it. Are visual motifs useful tools to assess the historical significance of films from a less hierarchical and non-auteurdriven standpoint? Yes, no doubt. But still, further research ought to be The most recurrent genre among the encyclopedia's top films is melodrama, whereas the BFI ranking is dominated by serious prestige drama. This imbalance has further implications in terms of the high / low culture values within the two databases developed in order to reassess the four main conclusions of this meta-analysis. First, the sample of significant films from a visual motif methodology is radically diverse from the outcome of established critical polls such as the BFI list, with a 63% discordance range among the 35 top movies of both databases (see Figure 3) . Secondly, the use of less canonic research tools like visual motifs heightens the variety and continuity of film history from its early decades to contemporary cinema, almost tripling the impact of recent movies -made after the 70s-in the top 35 sample (see Figures 4, 5, and 6) ; therefore, the visual motif database embraces the current mutations of film culture instead of glorifying golden ages like the BFI list does with the New Hollywood Cinema. The third conclusion has to do with the prestige and high / low culture implications of film genre, as debatable as they may be: a motif-based history seems to be more connected with the high/low ambiguity of melodrama than with the serious gravitas of high drama, pointing to a romantic love-related sensibility closer to popular taste (see Figure 7) . Finally, auteur-wise, there are radical differences in the impact of certain filmmakers within the BFI top 35 and the EVMC, with Francis Ford Coppola's films being on top of the former and Alfred Hitchcock's clearly dominating the latter. Because of the novelty (and risk) of this kind of research topic, we sincerely wish that, in spite of the limited scope of our visual-motif quantification, such results will encourage new ways of addressing film history that, hopefully, don't repeat the same old story in disguise. 2. The complete list of motifs is: landscapes through the windshield, swing, stairs, exit from work, trail, bed, cat, kiss, house, family meals, alley, siege, scream, abyss, series, camera, screen, duel, hunt, public execution, chase, excavator, sleeping woman, someone wakes up, nape, the woman in the window, mirror, mountain, harvest, tempest, ruins, crowd, letter, mobile phone, clock, bouquet, facing the grave, shadow, ghost, photo album, eye, book, touch, labAlfred Hitchcock's films are the most significant in terms of visual motif recurrence: they have the highest presence across the whole encyclopedia, both in terms of overall mentions and in terms of title diversity yrinth, horizon, castle, park, set's destruction, scar, drop of tears, hand, stain, a body falls down, river, lake, umbrella, peeping toms, master and pupil, la Pietà, the tree, facing the canvas, a microphone enters the frame.
3. Methodologically, we remain aware of the imbalances of the BFI and the visual-motif comparison throughout this article, but the lack of other motif-oriented databases based on visual motifs and the undeniably canonic status of the Sight & sound ranking, make it the best option for comparative purposes. Especially since the goal of this text is to raise critical and methodological questions, not necessarily to answer (all of) them.
